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Abstract. The quest for swimming microrobots originates from possible applications

in medicine, especially involving navigation in bodily fluids. Swimming microorganisms

have become a source of inspiration because their propulsion mechanisms are effective

in the low-Reynolds number regime. In this study, we address a propulsion mechanism

inspired by metachronal waves, i.e. the spontaneous coordination of cilia leading to

the fast swimming of ciliates. We analyze the biological mechanism (referring to its

particular embodiment in Paramecium caudatum), and we investigate the contribution

of its main features to the swimming performance, through a three-dimensional finite-

elements (FE) model, in order to develop a simplified, yet effective artificial design.

We propose a bioinspired propulsion mechanism for a swimming microrobot based on a

continuous cylindrical electroactive surface exhibiting perpendicular wave deformations

travelling longitudinally along its main axis. The simplified propulsion mechanism is

conceived specifically for microrobots that embed a micro-actuation system capable of

executing the bioinspired propulsion (self-propelled microrobots). Among the available

electroactive polymers (EAPs), we select Polypyrrole (PPy) as the possible actuation

material and we assess it for this particular embodiment. The results are used to

appoint target performance specifications for the development of improved or new

electroactive materials to attain metachronal-waves-like propulsion.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in artificial micro-swimmers, amongst others motivated by

the desire to understand the fundamental physics of swimming at low Reynolds numbers,

the relevance of swimming in microscale biological processes, as well as the practical

desire to build microfluidic pumps and swimming microrobots [1].

Swimming microrobots are mobile, untethered devices that have a typical size in

the sub-millimetre range, i.e. from one millimetre down to one micrometre [2], and are

able to move within a liquid medium [3]. The envisioned applications of swimming

microrobots are mainly found in medicine, especially involving navigation in bodily

fluids, such as blood and cerebrospinal fluid, for the execution of very localized diagnosis

or therapy tasks [4].

Swimming microrobots typically operate in the low-Reynolds-number regime (low-

Re), where inertia plays a minor role with respect to viscous damping. Swimming

at these scales thus requires mechanisms that are substantially different from those

employed at the macroscale [5]. Therefore, designing a swimming microrobot is certainly

a challenging task. A viable and effective way to cope with this issue is to exploit Nature

as a source of inspiration. Microorganisms are indeed able to effectively swim at the

microscale by adopting different techniques [2].

Bacteria are absolutely the most studied biological models in swimming

microrobotics. Tiny microrobots (few tens of microns in length) have been developed

that swim by means of helical tails resembling bacterial flagella [6,7]. The rotating action

by the molecular motor in the microorganism was replaced by an external magnetic

torque, wirelessly applied by means of a rotating magnetic field.

Also, in looking for solutions within the eukaryotic realm, an elastic tail

vaguely resembling eukaryotic flagella was developed for magnetically propelling a

swimming microdevice [8, 9]. Moreover, artificial single cilia mimicking their natural

counterpart but relying on magnetic actuation, were investigated both for propulsion of

microrobots [10] and for fluid transport in microfluidics [11,12].

These biological mechanisms of propulsion were also proposed to be implemented in

microrobots that could self-propel [13]. The term self-propulsion refers to the capability

of an artificial swimming microrobot of propelling its own body through the fluid by

means of actions generated within the microrobot itself, rather than relying on external

fields for actuation, which is instead the most common situation in state-of-the-art

microrobotics. However, heading for self-propulsion significantly increases not only the

flexibility and the potentialities, but also the level of complexity of the design and

fabrication of microrobots. It is unlikely that the tiny and complex biological propelling

appendages could be individually replicated, controlled and actuated in a microscale

artificial device. This would be too complex and technologically challenging at this

scale. In addition, these tiny external appendages represent a hindrance. They could

detach from the microrobot body, get stuck or damage the external environment which is

particularly dangerous in medical applications. For this reason, micro-swimmers relying
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on internal mechanisms of propulsion have been recently proposed [14,15].

Here, we investigate propulsion by metachronal waves in ciliates, in order to take

inspiration for designing an artificial mechanism that could be potentially embedded

in self-propelled swimming microrobots. Metachronal waves consist of a collective

behaviour arising from self-coordination of cilia. This substantially originates propulsive

waves of deformation propagating on the surface of the body of the microorganism [1].

The phenomenon of metachronal waves is widespread in nature, being found in ciliates

and in all eukaryotic cells that possess arrays of cilia. Taking inspiration from this high-

level behaviour, instead than mimicking the complexity of the actual ciliary propulsion,

we propose a novel propulsion mechanism that does not involve external appendages,

but that is based on small deformations of the surface of the microrobot. We already

investigated metachronal-waves-based propulsion in a preliminary work [16]; here a

deeper analysis is reported, with a focus on the conceptual design of a propulsion system

for artificial micro-swimmers.

The reference biological mechanism is introduced in Section 2, while in Section 3

a finite-elements (FE) model is developed and adopted for predicting the swimming

speed of a microorganism example (Paramecium caudatum). After this preliminary

validation, the model is used to investigate the role of the key features of the propulsion

mechanism on the final speed of the micro-swimmer (Section 4). This analysis allowed us

to define a simplified concept of the propulsion mechanism to be embedded in an artificial

swimming microrobot. The design of the artificial embodiment of the metachronal-

waves-inspired propulsion mechanism is, therefore, presented in Section 5, in which

particular focus is given to the selection of a suitable actuation technology and to the

expected performances of the artificial micro-swimmer. Finally, conclusions are reported

in Section 6.

2. Biological mechanism

Cilia are short appendages (about 10 – 12 µm long) that can be found in densely packed

arrays on the external surface of different kinds of eukaryotic cells. These include a group

of unicellular microorganisms, which are called ciliates. From a microrobotic point of

view, ciliates are interesting because they are the largest and fastest micro-swimmers

in nature. Ciliates such as those belonging to the genus Paramecium have typical size

of few hundred micrometres and can propel themselves at speeds above one millimetre

per second. Indeed, although they do not have long appendages for propulsion, the

thousands of short and thin cilia covering their surface exhibit a self-coordinated action

that is responsible for the fast propulsion of the whole body of the microorganism

through the fluid [1].

The fast swimming of ciliates can only be understood by considering that two levels

of symmetry breaking are present in their propulsion. Symmetry breaking is crucial

in low-Re swimming, since non-reciprocal motion of the micro-swimmer is needed to

achieve a net displacement. In the case of ciliates, first each cilium on the surface of
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Figure 1. Propulsion of fluids by cilia: a) asymmetric beating pattern of a single

cilium, consisting of a high-drag power-stroke and a low-drag recovery stroke (the gray-

scale corresponds to different position of the cilium in time); b) antipletic metachronal

waves in an array of cilia.

the microorganism exhibits a complex asymmetric beating pattern. This non-reciprocal

deformation involves a high-drag “power” stroke and a low-drag “recovery” stroke [1,17]

(see Figure 1(a)). Moreover, since cilia are closely packed on the surface, hydrodynamic

interactions among them lead to a coordinated collective behaviour, termed metachronal

waves [18] (see Figure 1(b)), which is responsible for the second level of symmetry

breaking, and, in addition, results in an energetic advantage in ciliary beating [19].

Metachronal waves thus originate from the fact that, just because of hydrodynamic

interactions, each cilium beats with a small constant phase difference with respect to

its neighbours [1, 20]. Therefore they appear as propagating waves of deformation of

the surface of the microorganism. Metachronal waves are very widespread in nature

and their descriptive parameters, such as amplitude, wavelength and frequency, present

a great variability among the cells that exhibit them. In addition, metachronal

coordination may take several forms, depending on the specific organisms and

conditions, such as sympletic metachrony (i.e. effective stroke moving in the same

direction as the wave crests) and antipletic metachrony (i.e. effective stroke moving in the

opposite direction with respect to the wave crests) [17]. Metachronal waves are indeed a

very flexible mechanism that allow cells to easily adapt to their particular environment.

Nevertheless, their basic working principle and their role in fluid propulsion are

independent on the specific biological embodiment. Therefore, propulsion of fluids and

propulsion through fluids by means of metachronal waves are a well-known phenomenon

that attracted the interest of the biological [21], as well as the mathematical and

physical [22] scientific communities. In particular, in the early ‘50s, Lighthill introduced

the so-called envelope model [23], which was further developed by Blake in the ‘70s [22].

This model predicts the propulsion of ciliates by replacing the individuality of cilia with

a representation of metachronal waves as a progressing waving continuous envelope. The

envelope model thus highlights the fundamental role of metachronal waves, emphasizing

that the self-coordination of cilia is the key factor in the propulsion of ciliates.
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3. Modelling

The envelope model is a complex analytical model developed for simplified geometries

of the microorganism body. Here, we exploit the basic principle of the envelope model

of the propulsion of ciliates, i.e. the progressing waving envelope, for developing a

FE model of the metachronal-waves-based propulsion. In addition, the finite-elements

implementation allows us to use the model as a flexible tool for designing swimming

microrobots inspired by ciliates, as reported in Section 4.

3.1. Model description

The liquid in which the micro-swimmer moves was considered as an incompressible fluid

in the laminar regime. Thus it is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations [1], namely

ρf

[
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

]
= −∇p+ ηf∇2u+ fe, ∇ · u = 0 (1)

where ρf and ηf are, respectively, the mass density and the dynamic viscosity of the

fluid, fe accounts for external forces and u and p represent the velocity vectorial field

and the pressure scalar field, respectively. It is noteworthy that the full formulation was

adopted, rather than the simplified version for Re� 1 (Stokes equations), since in the

actual modelled conditions Re ≈ 1.

The micro-swimmer was considered as a prolate spheroid moving along its major

axis in a liquid environment without boundaries, such as walls (in contrast to e.g.

the motion within a channel). As a matter of fact, the prolate spheroid is a good

approximation of the shape of the body of many ciliates, such as those of the genus

Paramecium [24] (see Figure 2). The spheroid can be defined by the expression of its

surface that, in a cylindrical reference frame rφz (adopted only as an auxiliary reference

system for defining the variables related to the micro-swimmer), reads

r2

b2
+
z2

a2
= 1 (2)

where a and b are the major and minor semi-axes, respectively.

In order to model the deformation of the surface we also adopted an auxiliary

coordinate defined as

ζ(r, z) =
pF−(r, z)− pF+(r, z)

dF

γ

4
(3)

where pF−(r, z) and pF+(r, z) are the distances of a point P (r, φ, z) on the surface of

the spheroid from each of the two foci, dF is the distance between the foci and γ is the

length of an ellipse having the same major and minor axes of the considered spheroid. All

these quantities can be calculated from the parameters a and b. Hence, the ζ coordinate

represents, together with the φ coordinate, the position on the spheroid surface.

Metachronal propulsion in Paramecia has been commonly modelled as antipletic

metachrony, which involves effective stroke and wave crest velocity in opposite

directions [17] (see Figure 1(b)). This also leads to the microorganisms swimming in
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the opposite direction with respect to the direction of the wave propagation. In order to

implement this behaviour in the model, the deformation of the surface of the spheroid

can be expressed as

δS⊥(ζ, φ, t) = α d⊥ sin (kζ − ωt− φ) (4)

δS‖(ζ, φ, t) = α d‖ cos (kζ − ωt− φ− π) (5)

where d⊥ and d‖ are the amplitudes of perpendicular and tangential deformation,

respectively, k = 2π/λ and ω = 2πf , being λ and f the wavelength and the frequency of

the wave of deformation. The term −π in (5) accounts for the difference in the direction

between the stroke of cilia and the wave propagation. The term−φ accounts, instead, for

a direction of propagation of the wave that is not parallel to the main axis of the spheroid

(and to the stroke of cilia), reflecting an aspect of the specific mode of metachrony

observed in the reference biological organism (i.e. dexiopletic metachrony) [17]. The

coefficient α accounts for the loss of coordination between cilia in the proximity of the

extremities of the body of the actual microorganisms. It is represented by the arbitrary

function 1 − (|z|/a)3, which assumes a value of 0 at the extremities of the spheroid

(z = ±a) and progressively raises to 1 when approaching the equatorial circumference

of the spheroid (z = 0), leading to a deformation amplitude that rapidly becomes null

towards the extremities of the spheroid.

The deforming surface of the micro-swimmer was treated as a moving wall. This was

obtained by setting at the boundary the no-slip condition and the following components

of the velocity of movement of the surface:

νS⊥(ζ, φ, t) = −α d⊥ ω cos (kζ − ωt− φ) (6)

νS‖(ζ, φ, t) = α d‖ ω sin (kζ − ωt− φ− π) (7)

Equations (6) and (7) describe the perpendicular and tangential components,

respectively, of the deformation velocity with respect to the non-deformed surface of

the spheroid, and are obtained as the time-derivatives of (4) and (5) (νS⊥ = δ̇S⊥ and

νS‖ = δ̇S‖).

The deformation of the surface described by the conditions in (6) and (7) is

responsible for the establishment of the velocity and pressure fields u and p in the

fluid. The fluid, in turn, exerts a hydrodynamic force and torque on the body of the

micro-swimmer, which can be found by integrating over its deformed surface S ′, as

follows:

FH =

∫
S′

σ · n̂ dS ′ (8)

TH =

∫
S′

P ′ × (σ · n̂) dS ′ (9)

where n̂ is the unit normal to S ′ into the fluid and P ′ denotes positions on S ′. The

action of the fluid is contained in the variable σ, which represents the stress tensor given

by

σ = −p I + ηf

[
∇u+ (∇u)T

]
(10)
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Figure 2. Modelling of the propulsion of Paramecium caudatum: a) schematic

drawing of the microorganism emphasizing the distribution of cilia and the appearance

of metachronal waves; b) the microorganism is modelled as a prolate spheroid with a

continuous deforming surface mimicking the phenomenon of metachronal waves (the

grayscale colour range represents the tangential component of deformation δS‖

where I is the identity matrix [1]. The hydrodynamic actions of (8) and (9) account for

both the propulsive and the viscous resistive actions exerted by the fluid on the body

of the micro-swimmer. Because of the inherent symmetries of the problem, only the

z-components of the two hydrodynamic actions are not null, resulting in a linear and

an angular accelerations, z̈ and φ̈, of the micro-swimmer. These can be obtained by

FH,z = m z̈ (11)

TH,z = Jz φ̈ (12)

where m is the mass of the micro-swimmer and Jz is its moment of inertia with respect to

the z-axis. The linear and angular velocities of the micro-swimmer can thus be obtained

respectively as vms = ż and ωms = φ̇.

It should be noticed that the model was defined using a reference system fixed on

the micro-swimmer. Consequently, with respect to this moving frame, the microrobot

is steady while the fluid goes toward it with an apparent velocity described by the

linear and angular components vf = −vms and ωf = −ωms. These velocities were thus

considered for describing the velocity field condition set at the inlet boundary. Moreover,

in order to model the apparent motion of the fluid with respect to the micro-swimmer,

the external force term fe of (1) is derived from the accelerations in (11) and (12). This

way, even if defined with respect to the frame fixed on the micro-swimmer, the model

can accurately predict the effect of the resistive drag due to the movement of the micro-

swimmer itself through the stress tensor σ. As a result, the force and torque (and the

related linear and angular accelerations) of (11) and (12) become almost zero after a

short transient.
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Table 1. Values of the main input parameters adopted in the model. For some of

them the actual biological value is adopted, while, for the others, values falling in the

typical ranges of variation were used.

Paramecium Modelled

caudatum [17, 24] micro-swimmer

a (µm) 83 83

b (µm) 20 20

d⊥ (µm) < 6 4.8

d‖ (µm) > d⊥ 9.6

f (Hz) 40 40

λ (µm) 101 – 102 80

3.2. Preliminary validation

The developed model was validated with biological data by predicting the swimming

speed of a particular microorganism, Paramecium caudatum, that is schematically

represented in Figure 2(a). This microorganism was selected because it is widely

studied in biological experimental works. Nevertheless, not all the parameters needed

for this modelling work are usually measured, and, if so, they are often extracted in

different and particular conditions. For Paramecium caudatum we found in [24] a set of

values including dimensions a and b, beating frequency of cilia f (corresponding to the

frequency of the travelling-wave deformation) and speed of motion vPc. The values of

other parameters, such as amplitudes of deformation d⊥ and d‖ and the wavelength λ,

were chosen within their typical ranges of variability generally found in Paramecia. In

particular, the peak-to-peak amplitude of perpendicular deformation should be smaller

than the length of cilia, such that 2d⊥ ≤ 12 µm. In addition, considering the selected

value of d⊥, an estimation of the value of d‖ can be obtained by basic geometric

considerations. For what concerns the wavelength λ, its values in Paramecia are reported

to be in the tens-of-micrometres range [17], depending also on the viscosity of the specific

fluid. The set of the parameters values adopted in this simulation is reported in Table 1.

The model described in Section 3.1 was implemented in a three-dimensional (3D)

FE formulation by means of the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. A

transient, time-dependent analysis was performed with a duration of 1.1 periods T = f−1

of the waving deformation. Additional information about the implementation of the FE

analysis can be found in the Supplementary Material, available on-line. The results

show that, in the early part of the simulation (about 0.1T ), the swimming speed readily

increases, quickly achieving a quasi-steady value. The final speed of the modelled micro-

swimmer was thus calculated as the average over a full period of propulsion (time t

ranging from 0.1T to 1.1T — see Supplementary Video 1, available on-line).

In Figure 3 a frame from the simulation is reported. The micro-swimmer, which

mimics Paramecium caudatum according to Table 1, is represented by the deformed

spheroid in the middle of the plot, with the tangential component of the deformation
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Figure 3. A frame from the simulation of the swimming of Paramecium caudatum,

modelled as a prolate spheroid with a travelling-wave deforming surface (gray-scale, in

the centre); the in-plane components of the relative fluid velocity are represented in xz-

plane as both the colour-scale and white arrows. The final speed of the micro-swimmer

is –1.132 mm/s, corresponding to about 6.8 bodylengths/s.

δS‖ represented in gray-scale on its surface as in Figure 2(b). The colour-scale on the

yz-plane is relative to the fluid velocity (z-component), also represented by the in-

plane white arrows (x- and z-components). The final swimming speed of Paramecium

caudatum predicted by the model was –1.132 mm/s (6.8 bodylengths/s). While the

qualitative behaviour of the micro-swimmer is well predicted by the model (e.g. the

negative sign of the velocity is a consequence of the anipletic metachrony), from

a quantitative point of view the predicted velocity is slightly lower than the value

found in the biological literature (1.45 mm/s) [24]. This is due to the fact that the

assumptions underlying the envelope model are more likely to hold for the case of

sympletic metachrony than for antipletic metachrony, since in the latter case cilia are

more isolated during the “power” stroke [17].

4. Role of the key features

The analysis reported in this Section was performed for understanding the role of the

key features of the propulsion mechanism based on metachronal waves. In order to

actually achieve an artificial implementation of such a mechanism in a self-propelled

microrobot, the mechanism itself must be simplified as much as possible with respect

to the biological model. However, the effects of these simplifications on the micro-

swimmer speed must be estimated, so that the features that are most responsible for

the propulsion performance are maintained in the artificial implementation while the

non-essential features are removed. The investigations provided in the following were

conducted through FE modelling with COMSOL Multiphysics (additional information
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Figure 4. Simulation of the propulsion of an artificial micro-swimmer with a

simplified cylindrical geometry: (a) shape with surface deformation; (b) a frame from

the simulation. The predicted swimming speed is –1.055 mm/s, corresponding to

5.3 bodylengths/s.

can be found in the Supplementary Material, available on-line.

4.1. Shape

First, the effect on the performance of simplifying the shape from a prolate spheroid to a

cylinder with two hemispheres at the front and rear was investigated (see Figure 4(a)).

Such a simplification would facilitate the fabrication of the artificial microrobots. In

this analysis, only the lateral surface of the main cylindrical part of the micro-swimmer

was considered as a deforming surface. This active part of the hypothetical micro-

swimmer was assumed to have about the same length, lcyl, of the total length of the

previously analysed biological model and the same radius, rcyl, of the maximum radius

of the spheroid, such that lcyl = 160 µm and rcyl = 20 µm. Moreover, the front and

rear hemispheres have radius rhemi = rcyl, resulting in a total length ltot = 200 µm for

the envisioned artificial micro-swimmer. All the values of the parameters relating to the

travelling wave deformation (d⊥, d‖, λ and f) were kept as in Table 1, and we assumed

α = 1 (i.e. a constant amplitude of deformation) along almost the entire active surface

and rapidly becoming 0 close to the hemispherical ends.

In Figure 4(b) a frame is reported from the simulation of the micro-swimmer

with the simplified cylindrical shape (see Supplementary Video 2, available on-line).

The obtained swimming velocity is –1.055 mm/s, corresponding to 5.3 bodylengths/s.

With respect to the reference biological model, the change of shape led to a difference

in performance of –6.8%. Therefore, we can reasonably assert that the particular

geometry is not an essential feature in the propulsion of the micro-swimmer, hence

the simplification can be adopted without a substantial reduction in performance.
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Figure 5. Simulation of the propulsion of an artificial micro-swimmer without

the rotational behaviour: (a) shape with surface deformation; (b) a frame from

the simulation. The predicted swimming speed is –1.199 mm/s, corresponding to

6.0 bodylengths/s.

4.2. Rotation

Considering the cylindrical shape, as selected in Section 4.1, the second aspect

investigated in this analysis is the rotational behaviour of the micro-swimmer. This is

obtained as an effect of the phase shift introduced by the term −φ in equations (4)–(7),

which leads to an actual direction of propagation of the travelling waves of deformation

that is not parallel to the main axis of the micro-swimmer. This, indeed, is responsible

for the arising of a non-zero hydrodynamic torque that makes the micro-swimmer rotate

in the fluid. Therefore, the rotational behaviour can be removed by simply removing

the phase shift term −φ from the equations describing the surface deformation and

its velocity (see Figure 5(a)). Such a simplification would also lead to a simplified

fabrication process.

The speed predicted by the model of the non-rotating micro-swimmer is –

1.199 mm/s, which corresponds to 6.0 bodylengths/s. This configuration thus enables

an enhancement of performance of 13.65% with respect to the rotating one. This

result suggests this cylindrical non-rotating configuration as having a slightly better

efficiency than the rotating one in translating the travelling-wave surface deformation

in translational motion. A frame from the simulation of the non-rotating micro-swimmer

(see Supplementary Video 3, available on-line) is reported in Figure 5(b).

4.3. Deformation

Considering the above results, we selected the cylindrical non-rotating configuration for

the simulated implementation of a micro-swimmer. However, it is unlikely that the

biological combination of tangential and perpendicular deformation could be replicated

in an artificial device. In particular, the issue is related to the achievement of the

specific combination of amplitudes and phase differences. Therefore, the final part of

this analysis deals with the investigation of the performance of the micro-swimmer when
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Figure 6. Effect of the two components of deformation velocity on the propulsion

of the micro-swimmer: (a) tangential component, resulting in a swimming speed of

–0.133 mm/s, corresponding to 0.67 bodylengths/s; (b) perpendicular component,

leading to a swimming speed of 0.091 mm/s, corresponding to 0.46 bodylengths/s.

employing only either the tangential or the perpendicular components of the deformation

velocity. In order to provide a better comparison between the results, the amplitudes of

deformation d⊥ and d‖ were both set to 5 µm.

The results show that employing only the tangential component gives much better

propulsion performance (+46%) than the perpendicular component only. The resulting

swimming speeds were –0.133 mm/s (0.67 bodylengths/s) for the tangential component

(see Figure 6(a) and Supplementary Video 4) and 0.091 mm/s (0.46 bodylengths/s)

for the perpendicular component (see Figure 6(b) and Supplementary Video 5). It

is noteworthy that both of them have much lower performances (about one order of

magnitude) than that obtained through their biological combination.

One potential advantage of the perpendicular mode is that the amplitude and

wavelength of the deformation can be tuned almost independently in order to maximize

the swimming performance. This cannot be done in the tangential mode, where the

wavelength strictly constrains the maximum possible value of the wave amplitude. In a

previous work [16] we investigated the influence of the wave parameters (i.e. frequency,

amplitude and wavelength) on the swimming velocity of a perpendicular travelling-

wave-based mechanism of propulsion. Those results qualitatively confirmed the trends

obtained through the analytic envelope model [17], demonstrating that performances

can be significantly enhanced by increasing the frequency and/or the wave amplitude

and by decreasing the wavelength. Depending on the selected actuation technology and

on the fabrication process, optimal configuration of these parameters can be selected in

order to maximize the swimming speed of the artificial microrobot.

5. Design and expected performance

The analysis of the biological reference behaviour and the investigation on the

contribution of its main features, respectively reported in Section 3 and Section 4,

provides the basic requirements for the conceptual design of a bioinspired propulsion
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Figure 7. Concept of the propulsion system embedded in a swimming microrobot:

the system is based on the travelling wave-shaped perpendicular deformation of the

surface that is actuated by a controlled layer of active material.

system for a self-propelled swimming microrobot (Figure 7) and of the microrobot itself.

We use the wording “bioinspired propulsion system” to refer to a microrobot component

or subsystem that provides the microrobot with the bioinspired propulsion mechanism

defined in Section 4 by means of embedded actuation. The requirements obtained

through the previous analysis are:

• microrobot with cylindrical shape (see Section 4.1);

• propulsion system based on waves of deformation travelling longitudinally along

the main axis of the microrobot (non-rotating behaviour – see Section 4.2);

• propulsion system exploiting the periodic, local perpendicular expansion/contraction

of the surface (see Section 4.3).

In addition, we envision a microrobot of size ranging between 200 µm (the size

adopted in the simulations in Section 4) and 2 mm in length, with the radius varying

accordingly. In a previous work, we proved that the linear speed of the micro-swimmer

increases linearly with its size, keeping a constant relative velocity (bodylengths/s) [16].

Moreover, the wave parameters (f , d⊥ and λ) can be varied, as well, with respect to

those extracted from the biological reference example and adopted in the simulations,

affecting the micro-swimmer performance according to the trends in [16].

Hence, the propulsion system will consist of a layer of active material (actuation

element) enveloping the microrobot body and exhibiting a controlled wave-shaped

perpendicular deformation that travels from the front to the rear side of the microrobot.

Therefore, the actuation element represent the technological core of the proposed

propulsion system, determining its actual feasibility and its performances.

The technological implementation of the actuation element is made plausible by

the peculiar features of the proposed bioinspired propulsion mechanism. In particular,

many state-of-the-art active materials can be produced as layers at the scale envisioned

and guarantee controllable perpendicular expansion and contraction. In light of this,

a micrometre-sized controllable rotary motor, which would be required by bacteria-
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inspired propulsion, or the continuous actuation system distributed in long and thin

filament, as instead needed in eukaryotic-flagella-inspired propulsion, are, in our opinion,

more unlikely to be achieved than the propulsion system proposed in this work.

In this context, the selection of the active material constituting the actuation and

core element of the bioinspired propulsion system represent a crucial design step, which

is addressed in the following.

5.1. Selection of active material

As we pointed out, the selection of the constitutive material for the active layer is a key

aspect in the design of the bioinspired propulsion system and, as a consequence, of the

microrobot as a whole.

The ideal active material for such an embodiment should have the following basic

characteristics:

• controllable perpendicular expansion, possibly large and fast;

• electrically driven using low voltage;

• low power consumption;

• possibility to be operated in aqueous electrolytes;

• low weight.

The crucial requirement for the active material consists therefore in a perpendicular

expansion that could be controlled by electrical signals. This would enable an easier

control and a simplified fabrication.

Since the propulsion system is proposed for being implemented in a mobile

and untethered microrobot, the requirements related to power and voltage are also

particularly important. Not only the power consumption should be low enough to

enable long operation with an on-board supply, but also the required voltage should

be kept to a level that could be supplied by a simple component embedded within the

microrobot body, such as a miniaturized battery or a tiny fuel cell.

The condition on the operation in aqueous electrolytes derives from the

consideration that the envisioned microrobot, endorsed with the proposed propulsion

system, will be used in medical applications and thus will swim in bodily fluids.

Low weight is instead needed for achieving quasi-neutral buoyancy of the

whole microrobot. This feature simplifies the propulsion and the control of the

microrobots [25], leading also to reduce power consumption.

5.1.1. Short overview of suitable actuation technologies. Electroactive polymers

(EAPs) are often proposed for soft robotic applications, being intrinsically light-weight,

compliant, silent and probably having lower fabrication costs than traditional actuators.

Moreover, these soft actuators are inherently well suited for miniaturization, since they

do not involve complex mechanisms and gearboxes.
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Table 2. Comparison among state-of-the-art electroactive polymers (EAPs) for their

adoption as core active materials in the proposed propulsion system. For more details

regarding the different EAP technologies we refer to [26–29]

DEs Gels IPMCs CPs

perpendicular expansion medium-large large none, medium-large

(<30% [30]) only bending (<50% [31,32])

speed fast slow slow-medium slow-medium

driving voltage [26] very high medium low low

(103–105 V) (10 V) (1 V) (1 V)

efficiency [26] 60–90% 30% – <5%

operation in electrolytes allowed inherent allowed inherent

EAPs are generally classified in two groups: electronic EAPs, which are driven

by electrostatic forces, and ionic EAPs, which are driven by an electrically induced

transport of ions and/or solvent [33] (see Table 2). Electronic EAPs, such as dielectric

elastomers deliver large strains, but are generally driven by high potentials (vkVs)

making them substantially unsuitable for being adopted in untethered microrobots [34].

Ionic EAPs are generally wet and require low driving potentials. They comprise the

subgroups gels, Ionic Polymer-Metal Composites (IPMCs), and conducting polymers

(CPs). Gels are driven by a solvent swelling that is usually induced by an external pH

change, but electronically triggered gels have also been described [35]. Moreover, they

can be microfabricated [36,37]. However, because they are driven by a solvent swelling

effect, they are generally slow, meaning that they would fail to give any significant

propulsion. IPMCs, instead, can only deliver a bending motion [38, 39], so they are

unsuited for this application, as well.

An interesting candidate for generating travelling-wave deformation, however, is

the conducting polymer polypyrrole (PPy). PPy has not only been used as the

active material in large actuators [40], but also been micro-fabricated [41–45], amongst

others, to drive a microrobotic arm [46]. Being a polymer, PPy is intrinsically

light-weight (about 1.5 g/cm3 [47]), thus easing the task of achieving quasi-neutral

buoyancy of the whole microrobot. Moreover, it has low power consumption and,

importantly, low operating voltages (1–2 V), so that it could be driven by an on-

board power-supply [48]. PPy can be operated in almost any electrolyte, and has been

shown to be biocompatible [49]. The volume change of PPy is based on a reversible

electrochemical oxidation/reduction that drives a flow of ions [40] into or out of the

material, combined with osmotic swelling [50]. A specifically interesting variant of

PPy for implementing the proposed propulsion mechanism is PPy doped with the

large anion dodecylbenzensulfonate, PPy(DBS), which has a large perpendicular volume

change [31,32,51].

5.1.2. Current performances of PPy(DBS). When PPy(DBS) is reduced to the neutral

state, Na+ ions, including their hydration shell, enter the polymer matrix and the
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material expands. When PPy(DBS) thereafter is oxidized, the Na+ ions leave the matrix

and the material shrinks. The perpendicular expansion profile comprises two parts.

The first part of the expansion is fast, fairly linear and corresponds to the insertion of

ions (including their hydration shell), while the second, slower part corresponds to the

swelling by osmotic solvent intake [31, 52]. Perpendicular strains up to 50% for 1 µm

films or an absolute expansion of 3.5 µm for 10 µm thick films have been reported

(Carlsson et al. report absolute expansions up to v20 µm, but it is unclear what the

initial PPy thickness was, probably 40–55 µm [31,51]).

The full expansion of PPy(DBS), however, can only be reached when operating it

at very low frequencies, thus allowing the slow osmotic swelling to take place. For the

range of frequencies required for the actuation of the bioinspired microrobot, only the

first, linear part of the expansion profile will be exploited, corresponding to the fast ion-

intake. To the best of our knowledge the fastest large expansions have been presented

by Carlsson et al. [51]. By optimizing the expansion with respect to the electrolyte

concentration, ionic species, temperature and applied actuation potential, they were

able to achieve a speed of 7.4 µm/s for the linear part of the expansion profile.

5.2. Expected performance of the conceptual artificial micro-swimmer

Considering the maximum expansion and contraction speed found in literature, under

the assumption of exploiting the fast linear part of the expansion/contraction profile,

we set the average perpendicular deformation rate for PPy at ν̄PPy
S⊥ ' 8 µm/s.

This parameter gives a representation of the effect of both the amplitude d⊥ and

the frequency f of the wave of deformation on the final performances of the micro-

swimmer, as preliminarily addressed in [16]. Even if performance improvements could

be obtained by optimizing the trade-off between amplitude and frequency of deformation

of PPy, this average deformation rate allowed us to obtain an estimate of the order of

magnitude of the propulsion speed, which was about 1 µm/s (corresponding to about

0.05 bodylengths/s).

The huge difference in performance between the modelled ideal condition based

on the Paramecium (resulting in a swimming velocity of the order of hundreds of

micrometers per seconds) and the envisioned design based on PPy(DBS) (v1 µm/s)

can be understood when we consider the performance of the ideal actuator implied in

the model. The average perpendicular deformation rate adopted in the simulations

reported in Section 4, as extrapolated from the biological reference model, is ν̄bioS⊥ =

4 d⊥ f = 600 µm/s (see Table 1). This value is two orders of magnitude larger than that

achievable with current PPy-based actuators.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a propulsion mechanism inspired by that occurring in ciliates was proposed

for self-propelled mobile microrobots. Ciliates were chosen as a reference biological
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model because they are the largest and fastest biological swimmers at the microscale.

Considering that their propulsion performances are mostly due to a self-emerging

collective behaviour of cilia, known as metachronal waves, the proposed artificial

mechanism of propulsion aimed at mimicking this high-level behaviour, rather than the

individuality of the thousands of cilia covering the surface of a single microorganism.

With this choice we pursued a design of a propulsion system much simpler than

the real biological mechanism of interest. Given that actually embedding a propulsion

system in a mobile self-propelled microrobot puts additional constraints on its design,

compared to microrobots propelled by external means such as magnetic fields, a high

level of simplification is essential to enable such an implementation.

The biological mechanism of propulsion was investigated by means of a finite-

elements model that considered surface deformations of the micro-swimmer that have

features resembling metachronal waves in Paramecium caudatum, predicting a swimming

speed close to the biological one. This preliminary validation also proves that the

metachronal wave principle/mechanism is indeed the major feature of ciliary locomotion,

giving additional support to our choice of taking inspiration from this key high-level

behaviour, rather than individually replicating cilia and their complex beating pattern.

Aiming at maximizing the chances of the propulsion mechanism to be implemented

in a swimming microrobot, we also investigated generalizations that could be adopted

in the bioinspired design process in order to relax the technological requirements for

the propulsion system. These relates to the shape of the micro-swimmer, its rotating

behaviour and to the role of the components (tangential and perpendicular) of the

surface deformation. This analysis allowed us to verify that even the simplest of

the investigated configurations (cylindrical body, non-rotating behaviour, perpendicular

deformation) is propulsive, and also to estimate the swimming performance that could

be expected for an artificial micro-swimmer.

Subsequently, the actual feasibility of the bioinspired propulsion mechanism,

obtained through these sequential simplifications, was addressed. In particular, we

analyzed the state-of-the-art actuation technologies, selecting the most suitable one

(the electroactive polymer polypyrrole – PPy) considering the constraints derived from

the embodiment of the propulsion system in a self-propelled microrobot. However, the

analysis unveiled the inadequacy of the current actuation performance of this technology

in terms of expansion rates, which resulted in a very low predicted propulsion speeds of

the envisioned artificial micro-swimmer.

In order to achieve a practical propulsion, a speed of 0.5 bodylengths/s (i.e. 0.1–

1 mm/s, depending on the microrobot size) is needed and the target specifications for

the electroactive material to be met are: expansions in the order of 10 µm at frequencies

of 10 Hz. More generally, this work emphasizes the major role that investigation on new

microscale actuation technologies have in microrobotics. We provide suggestions for

research in materials and designs of micro-actuators to pursue an effective embodiment

in a mobile sub-millimetre bioinspired swimming robotic device. In particular, we

believe that, since the performances of EAPs have been traditionally optimized for
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macroscale and/or tethered embodiments, the research on self-propelled microrobots

could guide and drive new research on these smart materials by suggesting new directions

of development.
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